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RENEGADE? A Conference of scientists at California Institute of Technology was thrown
into an uproar . . . hen speakers began questioning the value of America' s

missile and space research .
"Our missile program is the swan song of a dying civilization," shouted Dr . A . R . J .

Grosch from the floor . . . .
"We don't need better missiles to destroy each other -- the ones we now have will d o

the job adequately .
"And there isn't any point in zooming off into outer space . We could s t,end the

money better solving problems here at home -- taking care of our overcrowded, underfe d
millions . If we did that, we wouldn't need to find new worlds to colonize . "

Dr . Grosch is manager of space programs for the International Business Machine s
Corporation, Zenith makes computers for missiles and space vehicles .

His outburst followed a speech by Dr . Louis J . Ridenour, Jr ., who said the missil e
program was following America's "traditional economy of waste . "

"We turn in our cars before they are worn out," he said, "and our nation would g o
broke if we didn't . Our missile program fits into , the system very well . We send up
missiles that never come back, and so we have to make more missiles .

"This is fine . It creates jobs and keeps money in circulation .

"In the not too distant future, man will be boarding the other fellow's satellite s
and destroying them . This means more satellites must be built, and the economy is kep t
functioning at top speed . "

Dr . Ridenour is assistant general manager of research and development in the missil e
systems division of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation .

Then Dr . Grosch arose .

"We are planning to spend millions of dollars a year on new missiles and spac e
probes," he said . "And I ask why? "

"why must we continue to shovel these millions into companies that are interested
primarily not in ner scientific knowledge but in their 7 per cent profit? That 7 pe r
cent alone i ould go a long raj toward solving the social problems that create warfar e
and make space exploration and colonization necessary .

"We are in a bad way, I'm afraid," said Dr . Grosch, "when we try to solve ou r
problem by mass killing -- or by paddling off to a bigger island in space . "

-- Associated Press, March 2 1

When contacted by reporters about the remarks of Dr . Grosch; Charles Benton, Jr . ,
General Manager of IBM's military products divisions, said, "Hie views don't agree wit h

my views nor with those of the company ." The S ; aces e Herald-American (March 22)
stated that Dr .. Grosch "was declared a renegade Saturday by the company . "

THEY ARE . The Geneva talks seeking an end to nuclear testing still continue . In an--
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article published on May 22 (Syracuse Nerald-Journal), Marquis Childs re-

'DLKInTG! . vealed that both the Red Army and the Pentagon , are headaches to the negoti -
ators .

Two representatives of the World Council of Churches, Dr . Elfan Rees, and Dr .
Fredric Nolde, have been calling on the heads of the three delegations reflecting th e
concern of church members in almost every country over. increased air pollution .

Russian delegate Semyon Tsarapkin, "it was evident to them, as indeed it has bee n

to his fellow delegates," is eager to sign an agreement . "What seemed remarkable wa s

his frankness in discussing his own problem .

"'The Americans who want an agreement have trouble with the Pentagon or so I hear, '

Tsarapkin said . 'But don't you think that I have just as much trouble with the Re d

Army? '

"The Russian delegate has said the same thing on friendly and relaxed occasions t o

his British and American colleagues and they are inclined to credit him with telling th e

truth about his troubles with his own military . It is a striking bit of evidence of th e

power that the military exercises on both sides of the great divide over forces capabl e

of obliterating mankind . "

CAN WE DISCE'T Doris Fleeson, in an article published June 16 (Syra ,use Herald-Journal )
A SHIFT IN THE gave a kind of preview to the recently completed herrings of the Join t
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Committee on Atomic Energy (the Holifield radiation sub-committee) .

"The principle purpose of this preview of expected Soviet Action in an all-out wa r

is to point up that the doctrine of massive resistance is out of date . . . .

"What the Committee will be attempting to drive home is the fact that with bomb s

of present size, and the means of delivering them rapidly perfected, the odds are al l

with an attacking power . . .



. "Two things seem apparent as the hearings are being organized . One is that the
attack being simulated by the committee would probably be far more modest than a rea l
one .

"Another is that the hearings may persuade a good many people that there must b e
no nuclear wars . "

THE NUMBERS In the hearings this year, it was assumed that 260 bombs with a tota l
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power of1,453 megatons would be dropped upon our country . On June 25th,
Holifield admitted "It would be ridiculous to assume that only 260 weapon s

would be used in an attack upon any major nation when many hundreds of thousands of
weapons exist and thousands of bombers are available and four to five hundred submarine s
as one nation has . "

Two years ago, civil defense authorities had presented figures to the committee on
a hypothetical attack with 250 weapons, but estimated the total megatonnage at 2, 500, or
1,000 more tons than assumed this year .

There is a contrast bet' •een the assumntions of these hearings and the attacks
assumed in the Rand Corporation's study of July 1, 1958 which "figured that a 20,00 0
megaton attack hitting 150 U . 3 . cities even with as much as six hours' warning tim e
could kill 160 million Americans . They also figured that a 1,500 megaton attack on 5 0
American cities could kill 90 million Americans . But the Holifield hearings assume d

that a megatonnage almost the same as this -- 1,453 -- could hit 71 metropolitan area s
and result in only 40 million deaths or 50 million fewer than the Rand Study assumed . "

I . F . Stone's Weekly, July 6, 195 9

The Rand Corporation is an "independent, non-profit' s corporation set up by the Ai r
Force in 1948 to handle long range research problems .

WHO'S JUMPY? Regardless of talk of nuclear attack and counter-attack, Moscow has no t
taken the trouble to have an air-raid drill .

Unlike American cities that have gone through small ceremonies that might loo k
like air-raid drills, Moscow is acting as if atom bombs had never been invented .

There are no air-raid shelters in the city in active service, nor is there an y
indication of where to run in case the big flash comes . . .

Associated Press from Moscow, June 27th

NO WORSE The manner in which testimony was given at the Holifield hearing suggests
THAN A that the mood with which one should approach the coming Armageddon is on e
BAD COLD of calm and detachment . To be sure, Eugene J . quindlen of the office of

Civil Defense estimates that one out of every four Americans would die i n
a total nuclear var . . But the moral to be drawn from the hearings, says the Washington _
Star, "is not that millions would die but that most Americans would survive -- and
democracy and the national economy would, too . "

Yes, many Americans might survive, but what would be left for the survivors coul d
hardly be that to which they were accustomed before the Big Bang! Indeed, it might b e
more merciful to die quickly than to crawl out of a cellar hovel two weeks later int o
a world where the dangers could not be seen, where one could not be certain if the wate r
was safe to drink, or the food safe to eat -- provided it could be obtained . And how
would those of us accustomed to the supermarket and the corner grocery be able to secur e
enough food for survival ?

Much better that Governor Rockefeller and his associates, and all readers o f . P .N .L .
should work for the things which make for peace, and against those things which mak e
for w^r, rather than to divert those energies into building a place of refuge in th e
basement which might, in fact, be little more than a tomb .

	

-- The Angry edito r
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